
VANGUARD Offline TM

Vanguard Offline is a simulation-testing application that allows security administrators to test and 
evaluate the impact of new RACF commands before implementing in a production environment.
 

Offline provides detailed reporting of how resources are accessed including who, when, where, and what 
level of authority. This allows for complete and accurate remediation of excessive or inappropriate
access to resources. 
Offline will report on the actual security profile used at any given time and provide accurate reporting on 
existing access.
Offline evaluates impact of any new RACF commands prior to implementation in a production environment.

Key Features

Security administrators can execute commands against a copy of their RACF database as if against a production 
system and analyze the potential impact of the new commands and all consequences thereof.
Collects and aggregates all security decisions into a database.
Produces a wide-range of usage reports for auditors and security administrators.

Why An Offline RACF Database

The use of an Offline RACF database allows testing commands before actually implementing them on an active 
system. Thus there is no impact of the tests on any other production application, and also no need for a 
dedicated LPAR just for these types of tests. Sample applications include merging RACF databases from multiple 
systems, and large reorganizations or cleanup of profiles.
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VANGUARD Offline TM

What Is Offline And What Other Benefits Do INFOSEC Pros Derive From It?

VANGUARD OFFLINE is a simulation-testing application that allows security administrators to test and evaluate 
the impact of new RACF commands before they are implemented in a production environment. 
By reducing unexpected results from changes to user and production processes, VANGUARD OFFLINE saves 
time, reduces z/OS Security Server (RACF) errors and increases confidence in the change management process.

VANGUARD OFFLINE also prevents unexpected system errors and lockouts due to changes to RACF and reduces 
the time required to troubleshoot and resolve them. When VANGUARD OFFLINE detects problems with new 
commands, security administrators can perform what-if analyses on an ‘offline copy’ of the RACF database to 
determine how best to resolve them.

A Highly effective Tool

VANGUARD OFFLINE can also be used as a highly effective forensic and analytical tool that enables users to 
utilize its History Master File to easily look back at who accessed or attempted to access which resources 
on z/OS Security Server over long periods of time.
VANGUARD OFFLINE provides much more granular reporting than other tools and applications that rely on 
System Management Facilities (SMF). Because VANGUARD OFFLINE does not use SMF data, the software is able 
to identify any access to production resources handled by RACF and provide complete reports on the access 
level allowed and denied to specific User-IDs. VANGUARD OFFLINE makes it easy for security administrators
to:

• Determine how users gained access to specific resources
• Remove any previously undetected unauthorized access
• Verify that changes made to user access privileges are complete
• Report complete and accurate user access information to auditors
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VANGUARD Offline TM

How Vanguard Offline Works
With VANGUARD OFFLINE, security administrators exe-
cute commands against a copy of their RACF database as 
if they were executing them live. 
They can test and analyze the potential impact of the new 
commands on the system by running the same reports 
they already run against their production database and 
the following:

• All Access that was previously allowed ans how is 
now denied

• All access that was previously denied and is now 
allowed

• All access that was changed
• All access that was unchanged
• All access that was granted via extraordinary privile-

ges such as GAC, UACC, ID(*), 

Operation, Trusted and Privileged
If there are problems with any proposed commands, 
administrators can easily perform what-if analyses on the 
copy of the RACF database to determine the impact of 
new profiles or evaluate how profile additions or deletions 
should be modified to eliminate potential production 
problems.
When more accurate predictions about the impact of 
proposed changes on the system are required, Vanguard 
Offline can conduct an impact analysis using historical 
data about access activity and which profiles were used to 
gain access to resources. 

Key Differentiators

• Provides complete accounting of all unique 
authorization requests. 

• Provides a simple method for remediation 
of elevated access and authorities.

• Captures all authentication requests 
including the ones designated as bypass, 
Vanguard has the ability to show those 
liabilities.

• Automates Tests and analyzes how new 
z/OS Security Server commands will im-
pact users and processes before those 
commands are executed in a production 
environment.

• Uses actual z/OS Security Server autho-
rization and authentication requests as 
input to the verification engine resulting 
in avoidance of operational disruption 
while making changes to the z/OS Security 
Server.
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JVL et ses partenaires

L’assurance d’un expert, la garantie de solutions logicielles efficaces

Depuis 1993, la société JVL représente des éditeurs majeurs en France et dans les pays francophones. Elle offre ainsi 
des solutions logicielles novatrices et fiables destinées tant aux grandes entreprises qu’aux PME.

Contact
302 Bureaux de la Colline
92213 Saint Cloud
Tél: 01 41 06 92 00
Email: marketing@jvl.fr
Site: WWW.JVL.fr
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